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ABSTRACT

“It is the obligation of every person born in a safer room to open the door when
someone in danger knocks.”— Dina Nayeri

The emergent crisis is a human emergency: Behind the insights are individuals loaded up with
special beneficial encounters and dreams for what's to come. They are moms aching to get back,
fathers longing to work once more, kids looking for an adolescence. We are seeing a gigantic
move of humankind dissimilar to any seen previously. Today almost 80 million individuals
around the globe are dislodged from their homes. What does it resemble for numerous
individuals to be uprooted? It would resemble over a large portion of the number of inhabitants
in Russia going destitute. Or on the other hand everybody in the U.K. escaping and abandoning
an unfilled country. It would resemble every single individual in the conditions of California,
New York and Pennsylvania leaving the lives and networks they assembled, so they and their
families could be protected. In excess of 33% of the world's uprooted populace approximately 26
million individuals have been compelled to escape their own nations altogether, abandoning
natural terrains and turning out to be evacuees. Evacuees are characterized as individuals driven
away from their nations in view of mistreatment, war or savagery. Over portion of those exiles
come from only five nations: Syria, Afghanistan, South Sudan, Myanmar and Somalia. All exiles
have endured unfathomable misfortune, regardless of whether they are dislodged in their own
nation or looking for wellbeing abroad. However, they are loaded up with potential and the
solidarity to win over misfortune. Their story is our story, since we are for the most part human
and together, we can fabricate a superior world.
The current research paper focusses on two of these crises namely: The Refugee Crisis and The
Humanitarian Crisis.
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REFUGEE CRISIS
INTRODUCTION
Refugees are people who are forced to flee their native household on account of apprehension of
persecution, systematic violence, internal conflicts or other factors that have been proven or
might prove to be calamitous to their identity and livelihood.Article 1(A)(2) of the 1951
Convention1 defines a refugee as an individual who is outside his or her country of nationality or
habitual residence who is unable or unwilling to return due toa well-founded fear of
persecution based on his or her race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a
particular social group.2But as this definition was scripted way back in 1951, it has failed to keep
up with the modern developments in the refugee regime. Therefore, other agencies and
organizations committed towards protection of refugees and safeguard their interest, have coined
a broader definition and have expanded the canopy of what constitutes a refugee to facilitate and
shelter larger number of people. For instance: Owing to failure of the 1951 Convention in
sheltering the refugees fleeing large scale armed conflicts in the continents of Africa and
America, The Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of refugee Problems in Africa (“OAU
Convention”), 19693 and The Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, 1984 came into act.4
People migrate to other regions or countries to seek refuge there, hoping for the detriments of
their past to end. Fear is what displaces them, and hope is what drives them. This dispersion of
huge number of people to other countries to escape this hounding and tyranny gives rise to what
is known as ‘Refugee Crisis’.Any Humanitarian Crisis if protracted enough inevitably
effectuates a ‘Refugee Crisis’.
Millions of people have been forced to leave their country, and in the process, unfathomable
families have perished. Fathers wander out and never return, mothers are swayed away from
their children, and kids are deprived of their childhood. Terming the situation of refugees as
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miserable would be an understatement as it far worse than that because it transgresses all
boundaries of humanity in which empathy and compassion is inherent. Perhaps, these are the
values which separate humans from savages.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Displaced people are survivors of gross basic liberties infringement. They are a particular group
of people without the assurance of a public state. The linkage between basic liberties with
displaced people is clear as infringement of necessary freedoms force people to disperse.
Displaced people are survivors of preposterous levels of human rights infringement.
The issue of refugees is worldwide in character in view of the association of at least two States.
Their concern consequently cannot be settled without worldwide participation. The need for a
uniform refugee law was first acknowledged by the League of Nations who appointed Dr.
Fridtjof Nansen as the First Commissioner for Russian Refugees of the League of Nations in
1921.5 It has been rightly said that the development of International Refugee Law
is inseparably intertwined with the works of Dr. Fridtjof Nansen.
Due to the civil wars in Russia and the genocide in the Ottoman Empire, millions of families
were forced to flee their country of origin to other countries fearing abominable persecution by
their own countrymen and callous government. A monstrous number of people were rendered
stateless. The onus to protect the identity of these people fell upon the able shoulders of Dr.
Fridtjof who introduced the “Nansen Passport” which would go on to save lives of at least 5 lakh
refugees, if not less. Nansen Passport was a written document which confirmed the identity of an
individual and allowed him to travel freely to other countries in search of work and livelihood,
but it was in no way a proof of citizenship.
When the thunders of anarchy struck the Soviet Union in form of mobocracy and nihilism, the
biggest task before the League of Nations was to ensure the safety of refugees who were
displaced from their homes. Neighboring countries eschewed from accepting the millions of
outcasts who fled the country during conflict, the then newly formed Russia was not the safest
place to send them back as there were constant fears being imprisoned or even worse, executed.
5
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What Dr. Nansen felt was that the need for those refugees to have some place to live and find
opportunity to work and establish themselves in their new home. This led to the induction of the
Nansen Passport which saved countless lives by giving these stateless persons some recognition
of their own. Gradually, as the Nansen Passport-holders moved to different countries, it started
garnering credence all over the world. By 1923 only, 39 governments officially recognized it and
the number grew up to 52 within two decades.
Even after the demise of Dr. Nansen in 1930, his legacy was carried forward by the “Nansen
International Officer for Refugees” which was set up by the League of Nation honoring the
works of her great son. This office was later absorbed by an even larger committee in 1938 and
in the same year, it received the Honorable Nobel Peace Prize for works done in pursuance of
betterment and upliftment of refugees.Dorothy Thompson, the first American Woman to be
expelled from Nazi Germany, speaking about the Nansen Passport said that, there is no doubt
that by and large, the Nansen certificate is the greatest thing that has happened for the individual
refugee.6
The procedure adopted by the League of Nations also acted as a foundation for the drafters of the
1951 Convention to formulate a policy which would best serve the interests of forcefully
displaced people (FDP).This legal foundation provided for a comprehensive approach towards
protection of refugees and also universalized some principles. One of the principles followed by
the League of Nations was to not send back refugees to their country of origin in which they
were badgered and it formed the basis of many such conventions and laws meant to safeguard
the interests of refugees, including the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees.

DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE LAW
Displaced people are survivors of gross basic liberties infringement. They are a particular
gathering of people without the assurance of a public State. The linkage between basic liberties
and displaced people is clear as in while net infringement of common freedoms can make
displaced person streams, rebuilding and regard for basic liberties make it workable for outcasts
to get back securely and for their issues to be settled. The issue of refugees is worldwide in
6
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character in view of the association of at least two States as in they escape from one State to
different States. Their concern consequently can't be settled without worldwide participation.
worldwide activity for refugees didn't begin until the 1920s. Help to refugees was given all
through 1920 by Dr. Fridtjof Nansen of Norway
UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION
The issue of outcasts is global in character due to the inclusion of at least two States as in the
escape starting with one State then onto the next States. Their concern accordingly can't be
settled without worldwide collaboration. After the start of the Second World War, the principal
worldwide office worried about the issues of outcasts was the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) which was set up on November 9, 1943 by a 44country arrangement. Its expansive goals incorporated the alleviation, upkeep, recovery and
bringing home of the United Nations nationals who had been dislodged because of war.
Notwithstanding, countless these uprooted people were hesitant or reluctant to be localized,
either on the grounds that they had lost ties with-their nations of source or as a result of changed
political conditions there. Toward the start of 1946, it was estimated that there were around
1,675,000 people who must be thought of · as evacuees for whom new homes must be found.
UNRRA focused on appropriating help supplies, for example, food, dress, fuel and shelter
UNRRA suspended its exercises in 1947.
INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION
The Special Committee on Refugees and Displaced Persons set up by the Economic and Social
Council on February 16, 1946 drafted a Constitution for the new association which was
submitted to the Council. The Assembly received the draft and made a brief association - the
International Refugee Organization (IRO) which took over the capacities and exercises recently
practiced by UNRRA for the benefit of evacuees and uprooted people. It played out the
capacities until twentieth august, 1948 By the time it had stopped its activities in February 1952,
IRO had resettled in excess of a 1 million displaced people and evacuees in new homes all
through the World. The primary target of IRO was bringing home.

UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES (UNHCR)
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is an UN organization
commanded to help and secure refugees, coercively uprooted networks, and stateless individuals,
and to aid their deliberate bringing home, nearby reconciliation or resettlement to a third nation.
It is settled in Geneva, Switzerland, with more than 17,300 staff working in 135 nations.
UNHCR was made in 1950 to address the outcast emergency that came about because of World
War II. The 1951 Refugee Convention set up the extension and lawful system of the
organization's work, which at first centered around Europeans evacuated by the war. Starting in
the last part of the 1950s, dislodging brought about by different clashes, from the Hungarian
Uprising to the decolonization of Africa and Asia, expanded the extent of UNHCR's tasks.
Proportionate with the 1967 Protocol to the Refugee Convention, which extended the geographic
and transient extent of refugee help, UNHCR worked across the world, with the heft of its
exercises in agricultural nations.
The work done by UNHCR is compassionate, social and non-political. Its fundamental errands
are to give worldwide security to the exiles inside the high chief's order. It at first centered its
endeavors around supporting exiles in Europe after world war II yet in later many years
endeavors was moved to resettling outcasts who were the casualties of war, political unrest or
cataclysmic events in Africa and parts of Asia and Latin America. The UNHCR was granted the
Nobel Peace Prize twice, in 1954 and 1981 for its incredible work. UNHCR has been a
functioning office for the reason for evacuees. Numerous States in numerous pieces of the world
are feeling the squeeze from public and private gatherings to treat exiles as per common
freedoms standards. As of June 2020, UNHCR has more than 20 million exiles under its
command. Thus, its yearly financial plan has developed from US$300,000 in 1951 to US$8.6
billion of every 2019, making it one of the biggest UN organizations by consumption.7
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HEALTH IMPACT OF EXODUSON MIGRANTS
Refugee crisis not only destroys the homes and livelihood of people but also takes a toll on their
overall physical and mental well-being. Millions and millions have swarmed the detention camps
made on the borders of host countries where there is no or limited access to basic healthcare. The
haven seekers after arduous voyages on boats and foot, fleeing persecution and violence, have to
live in camps struggling to even fulfill the rudimentary health needs.
Over the last few years, after the Syrian civil war started in 2011, a huge populace managed to
flee the Middle East on boats seeking to enter Europe through boats. According to data from the
UNHCR,81,000,573 migrants arrived by sea in 2015 and 34,000 by land. As has been quoted by
Miss Warsan Shire, who herself was a victim of refugee crisis of Somalia, “Nobody puts their
children on boat unless the water is safer than the land.” But where can one go when even
crossing the sea does not guarantee safety and health. The harsh weather and turbulent weather
demand grit and an iron will. Even onreaching Europe, after having survived the storms of civil
war and the taxing sea,there are perils of catching some disease.
Considering the daunting population of different age groups, it becomes difficult in managing the
spread of communicable diseases. Prenatal and postnatal care is not provided to women due to
the non-availability of medical staff. This task is then taken up by the aged people amongst the
exiles who volunteer to do the noble work and assist the ladies in whichever way they can, which
is usually not enough in complicated cases.
In 2015, an independent research done by Doctors of World in Calais, 9 France revealed that out
of 12,000 medical cases, 63% of health problems were related to unhygienic conditions
prevailing in camps and more than quarter of them were orthopedic injuries. As per a study
carried out by the World Health Organization, Hypothermia, heat burns, and gastrointestinal
illness constituted more than 70% of cases. Also, in countries where the mercury soars high,
there are instances of humongousfires in and around the camps, consequentially, skin and lung
diseases are often common in all age groups.
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For people already suffering from non-communicable diseases such as hypertension, diabetes or
cardiovascular problems, surviving in these formidable conditions becomes extremely difficult.
Low risk diseases which are treatable with right medications often become fatal because a person
must prioritize food, shelter and clean water. In situations of crisis, the need for medical
treatment of chronic diseases becomes subsidiary in nature.
The prevalence of NCDs such as diabetes and hypertension in adults in certain low and middleincome countries is as high as 25–35%, according to the WHO10. This condition is further
aggravated and exacerbated by strenuous journey and unsanitary living conditions.
Despite the long-standing belief that communicable diseases are often fatal in nature in such
conditions, it is often the Non-Communicable Diseases which result in more deaths in refugee
camps. Overlooking treatment for chronic diseases induces grave complications which
resultantly increases the
The rise in police and institutional violence has also had a severe impact on the mental and
physical health of refugees. For people on the move, incidents ofpolice violence have become the
new normal as they are extensively followed to refoul the exiles, particularly in border areas.
In a finding published by Refugee Rights Data Project (RRDR) regarding police brutality in
Calais, France, out of 900 people, 75% had been subjected to police violence. 70% of people had
faced tear gas and almost 43% were beaten so badly that it resulted in fractures and head injuries.
Fear of police was also rated as the main reason why refugees did not feel safe in detention
camps.11
Apart from the taxing physical conditions in detention camps, psychological problems also
contribute enormously to the already miserable condition of refugees. It includes Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD), Anxiety, Depression, Sleep disorders, etc.
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According to a report published by UNHR, over 75% of population arriving from Syria,
Afghanistan and Iraq are victims of conflict fleeing persecution.12 Harrowing experiences in the
host nation, compounded with the traumatic experiences of migration and unhygienic living
conditionsin camps can lead to severe mental disorders and crippling forms of anxiety.

RIGHTS OF REFUGEES
Refugee law and International Human Rights law are firmly interlaced; people are escaping
governments that are either unfit or reluctant to ensure their essential common liberties.
Moreover, in situations where the dread of oppression or danger to life or security emerges with
regards to an outfitted clash, refugee additionally converges with worldwide compassionate law.
1. NON-REFOULEMENT:
As article 33(1) of the 1951 convention ensures, the essential rule of refugee law- NonRefoulement alludes to the commitment of States not to refoul, or return, a displaced person
to the boondocks of domains where his life or opportunity would be compromised by virtue
of his race, religion, identity, enrollment of a specific social gathering or political
assessment. Non-refoulement is generally recognized as a common liberty. It is explicitly
expressed in basic liberties deals, for example, Article 22(8) of the American Convention on
Human Rights.Furthermore, both local and international courts have deciphered the rights to
life and freedom from torture to incorporate prohibition from refoulement.13 There are two
significant limitations to this guideline. People who in any case qualify as refugees may not
guarantee assurance under this guideline where there are "sensible grounds" for seeing the
displaced person as a peril to the public security of the host nation or where the exile, having
been sentenced for an especially genuine wrongdoing, comprises a risk to the host local
area.
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2. OPPORTUNITY OF MOVEMENT:
At the territorial level, the rights to look for refuge and opportunity of development can be
found inside the content of a similar article.14The rights are firmly related, since the
powerlessness to return to one's nation is incumbent for an asylum claim while the capacity
to leave one's nation is a prerequisite for asserting refugee status under the 1951
Convention.
Freedom of movement, notwithstanding anything, is likewise a fundamental right for
evacuees even inside their host nation. As has been provided under International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights,Article 26 of the 1951 Convention gives that States will bear
the cost of outcasts the option to pick their place of home inside the region and to move
openly inside the State. Then, Article 28 obliges States to provide travel documents to
refugees so that they can move freely unless there are “compelling reasons” not to do so.
3. RIGHT TO LIBERTY AND SECURITY OF THE PERSON:
The privilege to freedom and security of the individual is significant with regards to how
haven searchers are treated inside the proposed nation of asylum. The public laws of a few
nations accommodate the confinement of haven searchers at some point during the settling
of their cases.
The confinement of refugees is a quarrelsome issue in light of the conditions found in the
detention camps of a few nations. This is especially an issue in Greece, a nation
overpowered by the quantity of haven searchers it gets, a considerable lot of people fleeing
use Greece as a port of passage as they attempt to get to other European nations. To explain
which State has duty regarding a specific haven candidate, the Council of the European
Union gave Council Regulation EC No. 343/2003 of 18 February 2003 setting up the
standards and instruments for deciding the Member State answerable for analyzing a shelter
application held up in one of the Member States by a third nation public (generally known
as the Dublin Regulation).
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Under the Dublin Regulation, the State through which the third nation public previously
entered Europe is by and large considered the State answerable for arbitrating that public's
refuge guarantee.15Subsequently, large numbers of these haven searchers have gotten back
to Greece to have their cases mediated. Common liberties associations including Amnesty
International have written about unsanitary and jammed conditions in Greek confinement
camps.16
4. OPTION TO HAVE A FAMILY LIFE:
The family is viewed as the "common and crucial gathering unit of society and is qualified
for security by society and the State."17. In regard of this right, various nations accommodate
the allowing of subordinate status to subordinate family members. Accordingly, where an
individual is conceded refuge, their needy family members will likewise get assurance
through that person.18In any case, should that person's exile status be ended, the status of
ward family members will likewise be ended.19 Therefore, these homegrown laws don't
block subordinate family members from making their own shelter claims. Public Refugee
Proclamation, No. 409/2004, craftsmanship.20
The meaning of a needy family member, notwithstanding anything, changes by the social
standards of family pervasive in the country. In the U.K., wards are characterized as the
"companion, common accomplice, unmarried or same-sex accomplice, or minor kid going
with [the applicant]" while in Kenya, subordinate family members incorporate the sibling or
sister of a candidate younger than eighteen, "or any reliant grandparent, parent, grandkid or
ward living in a similar family as the displaced person."21
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5. SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS
The 1951 Convention additionally secures different privileges of refugees, for example, the
rights to quality education, admittance to employment, opportunity to do business, and other
crucial opportunities and advantages asenjoyed by other foreign nationals which reside in a
country.22
In spite of these rights being secured in the 1951 Convention and under other international
statutes as well, the notion that these provisions are able to ensure the protection of fundamental
rights is terribly flawed. These whimsicalconventions strive to create a utopian world for its
outcast citizens but falls much short of it. The harsh reality is that refugees in different countries
struggle to even enjoy their basic their fundamental rights which are incumbent for their peaceful
living. Ethiopia, for instance, made an exception to Article 22 (public education) and Article 17
(wage-earning

employment),

treating

these

articles

as

suggestions

as

opposed

to

commitments.23Albeit not involved with the 1951 Convention, Lebanon is host to a huge
populace of refugees, predominately Palestinians. Prohibitive labor and property laws in
Lebanon keep Palestinians from rehearsing esteemed professions, for example, law, medication,
and designing.24

HUMANITARIAN CRISIS
INTRODUCTION
The term humanitarian crisis has not been defined under any recognized authority. It can be
inferred as a series of incidents posing a threat to the well-being, safety and health of a bevy over
a wide area. The crisis may result on account of either internal or external conflict. These
emergencies can either be catastrophic events, man-made calamities or complex crises.
According to the inter-agency standing committee (IASC) “A Humanitarian crisis in a
country, region or society where there is total or considerable breakdown of authority
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resulting from internal or external conflict, which requires an international response that
goes beyond the mandate or capacity of any single agency, and which has been assessed to
require intensive and extensive political and management coordination.”25 Some notable
examples of the same are famine, epidemics, armed conflicts and other exigency. On the off
chance that such an emergency causes enormous developments of individuals it could likewise
turn into a refugee crisis. Therefore, humanitarian emergencies are regularly interconnected and
mind boggling, and a few public and global organizations assume parts in the repercussions of
the occurrences.

TYPES OF HUMANITARIAN CRISIS26

Man-made emergencies:
including outfitted clash and
train accidents.

Catastrophic events: including
earthquakes, floods, droughts,
cyclones, plague etc.

Complex crises: by and large a
blend of both man-made
emergencies and cataclysmic
events.

accidents

IMPACT OF HUMANITARIAN CRISIS:
No one emerges from humanitarian misfortunes safe. Mental responses to such occasions are
regularly emotional. Likewise, in such circumstances, people regularly have a diminished ability
to meet their imperative requirements, to think, to discover answers for day by day issues, to add
to reproduction and to cooperate with others. The impact of such critical crisis to different group
of people is as follows:
•

IMPACT ON INDIVIDUALS:People search to comprehend a disaster and a purpose
behind a particularly dangerous power. The trouble in understanding the foolishness of the
fiasco can cause nervousness and gloom. Now and again, stress connected to dealing with a
changed and grieved everyday life prompts more muddled manifestations, for example, post-

Article on Humanitarian crisis by “London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine”, last viewed 19 th
January,2021 at 11:49 PM.
26
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horrendous pressure or psychosomatic indications. Grieving is obviously a significant stage
which influences all people after the disaster, breaking and cracking their relationship to prefiasco life, which should be grieved. Without set up cycles, people face difficulties in
reinvesting themselves in new lives, finding new bearings and reconstructing connections.
The post-disaster period is likewise set apart by a scope of compelling feelings. These solid
sentiments can show in genuine manifestations if the individual doesn't locate a protected
space to communicate them. Stress, compelling feelings, and major developments
additionally strongly affect intellectual limit. It turns out to be harder to focus, learn,
acclimatize data and create arrangements.
•

IMPACT ON COMMUNITY AS A WHOLE: Humanitarian emergencies don't just
influence individuals independently, yet in addition networks all in all. Reference
frameworks, propensities, local area and social connections regularly change because of the
actual crisis yet additionally now and again because of human intervention. Additionally,
people group assets might be contrarily influenced, further restricting the individual and
aggregate capacity to address essential issues.

•

IMPACT ON CHILDREN:The children are the worst hit and unguarded group affect by a
humanitarian crisis. They are more vulnerable to ailment and passing from absence of food,
helpless water and cleanliness just as insufficient sanctuary and medical services. Besides,
influenced youngsters hazard openness to misuse and illegal exploitation. The most
defenseless are the individuals who have lost one or the two guardians, whose guardians are
going through grave physical or mental misery and additionally kids who have been isolated
from their family. The uneasiness, dread, and stress that the unusual calamity brought upon
youngsters is uncovered through their character, proceeding with issues resting and expanded
trouble in fixation.27

•

IMPACT ON WOMEN:In times of emergency and such crises, deaths associated with
pregnancy, reproductive health, sexual violence and sexual exploitation increase drastically
especially amongst females. During such emergencies, women lose access to family planning
services, prenatal care, postnatal care and other health services. The heightened risk of
female health and safety makes them vulnerable to disease, violence and death.
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RESPONSE GROUPS OF THE HUMANITARIAN CRISIS
United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction: The United Nations Office for Disaster Risk
Reduction executes the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR).
The UNISDR, drove by the United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary General for
Disaster Risk Reduction, serves, as the point of convergence in the United Nations framework
for the coordination of calamity decrease and to guarantee cooperative energies among
catastrophe decrease exercises. A segment of UNISDR work is usage of the Sendai Framework
for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030.
Inter- Agency Standing Committee (IASC): The IASC gives a gathering to both UN-associated
and non-UN-partnered associations to organize activity with respect to compassionate strategies,
promotion, and reaction assessment and improvement. In 2005, the IASC delivered its
Transformative Agenda with 10 conventions to improve the adequacy of compassionate reaction
through more noteworthy consistency, responsibility, obligation and organization.

NEXUS BETWEEN HUMANITARIAN AND REFUGEE CRISIS
The humanitarian crisis in its graver form can escalate into a refugee crisis. On the off chance
that such an emergency causes enormous movements of individuals they likely turn in to
refugees. When a country is hit by an epidemic or a famine, it causes grave destruction to the
property as well as the lives of people resulting into widescale displacement and rehabilitation.
For instance, the speed and size of the flood throughout a three-month time span in 2017 has set
colossal strain on host networks and Bangladesh all in all, making it one of the world's biggest
and most noticeably terrible displaced person emergencies. It is pertinent to note that such crisis
not only affects the country where such disaster happens but also adversely affects the
neighboring countries where the displaced population moves. The countries accepting the
displaced people face a lot of problem while accommodating these people because of limited
resources. The Syrian crisis which initially started from peaceful protests turned into a
humanitarian crisis and because of the large-scale movements among the groups of people it
escalated into a refugee crisis. The natives of Syria keep on being the biggest persuasively

dislodged populace on the planet. After war emitted in March 2011, it required two years for 1
million individuals to be dislodged. Another million were uprooted inside a half year. Presently
nine years on, the greater part of the pre-war populace has been inside uprooted or compelled to
look for security in neighboring nations. That is more than 13.2 million individuals on the run,
including more than 6.6 million individuals who have gotten away across the boundaries. In a
nutshell, dislodgement of people can result into both a humanitarian crisis and its critical form
into a refugee crisis.28

CONCLUSION
At every stage of a refugee’s life, from exodus to settlement, they undergo unimaginable
hardships. They are forcefully displaced from their homes, parting with their fundamental rights
which are inherent in every living citizen of this world. Wherever they wish to go, humanitarian
duties take a back seat and they are repulsed alleging scarce resources of a nation to regale the
needs of every refuge seeker.
Everybody has a right to enjoy basic liberties, irrespective of their administrative or social status
and it is the duty of the governments and international organizations to ensure that fundamental
rights are enforced all over the world. Because we all belong to the same human race, it is the
humanitarian duty and moral obligation of every individual to ensure that nobody is subjected to
harassment or persecution on account of their race, religion, linguistic preferences or color. The
xenophobia and the stigma attached with the refugees need to be shunned away as they are not
terrorists, but often the first victims of terrorism.
There needs to arise a space for open public discourse on the issues which concern the wellbeing of refugees which aims to ensure that nobody is deprived of their citizenship and forced to
leave their household. There is a need now, more than ever, for the honorable and astute brains
of our generation to unite and protect the lives of millions of refugees whose lives are at stake
now, for it is now, while I am penning this document, that the world’s worst refugee crisis is
taking place. Lastly, I would like to reiterate what the great Albert Einstein said, “The world
will not be destroyed by those who do evil, but by those who watch them without doing
anything.”
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